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In a Covid 19 flash Hawaii's Governor lge and County
Mayors required a 14 day quarantine of travelers into
Hawaii, hammering shut the industry that fuels
70% of the state's economy. Today most hotels
throughout the state remain closed. The effect pushed
unemployment numbers in Hawaii to the 2nd highest
in the country. As of September 1, 2020 Hawaii's current
plan is to re-open to visitors and returning residents
via pre-flight testing or the mandatory quarantine.
Please refer to: https://health.hawaii.gov/travel/
for the most current updates.
Fifty years ago local women regularly
wore mu'u mu'u, men were virtually
required to wear the aloha shirt as
business attire, and by the late '70s,
3.4 million visitors came to the islands.
Today, women shun all of the fabric
in a mu'u mu'u for shorts, t-shirts
or sundresses, men still retain their
1970's shirts and visitors to Hawaii
are projected to mirror the '70s.
Time to bring back the mu'u mu'u?
Hawaii's Department of Business Economic
Development & Tourism projects that Hawaii's
return to 1970's levels will look like this:
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3.4 million visitors in 2020, a decrease of 6Z5 percent
6.2 million in 2021;
8.3 million in 2022; and
9.4 million in 2023.
What conclusions can we draw?
Housing stock: Hawaii's housing crisis vanished Vacation rentals convert to long term rentals
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Visit SiroisKauai.com for more information

Sales: Properties at the extremes sell The middle ground softens
Supply: Destabilization of the condo market Revenue reliant vacation owners sell

The State of Hawaii's Department of Business,
Economic Development & Tourism allows us to
formulate opinions and game plans based upon data.
Whether seeking visitor arrivals into the state or
to a specific island, construction jobs, permit pulls,
corresponding spreadsheets, historical references and
synopses this site offers it. Usually DBEDT trails in its
reporting (not by much though); yet as of March 2020
DBEDT began reporting on key indicators in a closeto-real time basis. For instance, a view into the
Jobs & Unemployment Rate displays a dashboard
through the prior month.

http://dbedt.hawaii.gov/economic/current_
economic_ conditions/job-dashboard/
To maintain a pulse on Hawaii as a whole or in part,
your best bookmark is DBEDT:

http://dbedt.hawaii.gov/economic/

At the end of the second quarter 2009, when the
country was in the heat of the financial crisis, fear
enveloped the market mindset and many Kaua'i property
owners sold. Opportunistic innovator buyers moved
in to acquire properties followed by early adopters.
As we find ourselves concluding the 2nd quarter 2020,
we looked back at 2009 to compare the market data
across the 2 crises.
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June 2009

June 2020

Residential Sales

101

206

Land Sales

36

30

Condo Sales

70

161

Residential Sales Volume

96,619,000

249,784,000

Land Sales Volume

14,925,000

26,661,000

Condo Sales Volume

26,562,000

98,599,000
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Across all property types through June 2020, closings
are at YOY- 32.94% with volume off by -17.94%. With
the restrictions on free travel into the state, this was
anticipated. Yet, early summer indications show the
reemergence of patient innovator buyers.

